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Editorial
Once again may I offer my sincere apologies for the late arrival of this
newsletter. Although this newsletter is later than intended, I am pleased to advise
you that the December edition will be with you before the end of the year.
Do you have any articles or photographs you believe would be suitable for the
newsletter? If so please feel free to either post or email them to me. All
contributions are gratefully received and I will ensure that everything is
returned. My contact details can be found on page 22 of the newsletter
An article could concern the preservation of a vehicle, some useful tips that
you wish to pass on, an interesting trip to an event or rally, or memories of
vehicles from years gone by that you wish to share. Photographs could be
good quality photographs from the North East area from years gone by, or
North East vehicles which have continued in further service elsewhere. If you
have two photos of the same vehicle with different operators, two photos of
different vehicles in the same fleet with the same fleet number, or two photos
taken in the same location but a number of years apart, then these would be
suitable for our ‘Double Take!’ feature.
Thank you to Jim Bentley, Mark Dolan, Robert Facey, Ian Findlay, Keith Lee,
Bob Kell & Richard Slater for their contributions to this newsletter.
The front cover features Scottish Aviation bodied Commer Q4, GSR 244
approaching the Recreation Ground, Seaburn on the free bus service during
the Seaburn Historic Vehicle Display. This vehicle was new to Meffen of
Kerriemuir and comprises of an ex WD chassis dating from 1943
reconditioned and bodied in April 1950 - Photo Phil Logie
The inside front cover features the 500 Group’s Northern Counties bodied
Daimler Fleetline CRL6 JDC 544L waiting to depart on the free bus service at
Seaburn. Also featured is Stagecoach North East Alexander Dennis Enviro
300NG bodied Scania K270UB YP14 TGJ & Premier Coaches Irizar bodied
Scania K114 SE56 ZBG at Seaburn - Photos Phil Logie
The inside rear cover features Primrose Coaches Duple Laser bodied Leyland
Tiger A216 BJR waiting to leave Heworth on the NEBPT trip to Primrose
Coaches and Tyne Valley Coaches. Also featured is the immaculately
presented Tyne Valley Coaches Duple bodied Leyland Tiger YSU 920,
originally registered F27 TMP, the Gaffer's coach, which was driven by Ian
Plumley from Acomb to Heworth and is the pride and joy of Tyne Valley
Coaches Managing Director, Alistair Weir - Photos Keith Lee
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The rear cover features Plaxton Supreme IV bodied Leyland Leopard ex VJI
8684 at Seaburn. This was new to Midland Red with Plaxton Panorama
bodywork as WHA 236H. It was withdrawn 1979 and sold to Maynes Group,
Manchester. Rebuilt during 1981 it was fitted with new Plaxton Supreme
bodywork and the chassis replated to 1982 registration SNC 366X. Also
featured is former Sunderland Busways Alexander Dash bodied Dennis Dart
9.8 SDL K723 PNL waiting to leave on the free bus service at Seaburn. This
vehicle was named 'CITY OF SUNDERLAND' to commemorate the granting of
City Status in 1992 by Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth II on the 40th anniversary
of her accession to the throne - Photos Phil Logie

Meetings & Outings
Our meetings and outings take place on the FOURTH Tuesday in the month,
apart from the December outing which is on the THIRD Tuesday.
The December outing will depart from Heworth Metro Station at 18:45 and
Newcastle Central Station at 19:00
Our venue for indoor meetings is The Central bar, Gateshead. This is a
wedged shape building situated on the Gateshead side of the River Tyne,
between the Tyne and High Level Bridges, next to the railway bridge, and just
up the road from the Hilton Hotel and The Sage Gateshead.
The Central is a Grade II-listed pub, built in 1856, and underwent a massive
restoration project in 2010 costing over £1m.

How to get there
Bus: Any non express bus from Gateshead Interchange to Newcastle upon
Tyne travelling via the Tyne Bridge will stop outside the door. Any non express
bus from Newcastle to Gateshead travelling via the High Level Bridge will stop
around the corner from The Central. Otherwise it's a 5-minute walk from
Gateshead Interchange.
Car: There are two car parks in close proximity to the pub next to the former
Gateshead Civic Hall, one is off Swinburne Street & the other is off West
Street both of which are free after 6 p.m. The easiest way to reach these is to
travel along Askew Road either from the Tyne Bridge and then turn left, or
from the Redheugh Bridge and then turn right, heading up the A184 towards
Gateshead Metro Station and take the first left which will take you into West
Street.
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All meetings will commence at 19:30 and are likely to be held in the Brown
room, on the top floor, although please confirm this with the bar staff as the
room may change on occasions.
The list of fixtures for the next few months is below and any changes to dates,
times or venue will be published in the newsletter and on the website.
Tuesday 16th December The Annual Mince Pie Mystery Tour
Departs Heworth at 18:45 and Newcastle at 19:00
Tuesday 27th January

Bus Preservation in the 60s - 80s
Featuring a selection of views of preserved vehicles
from the 1960s to the 1980s
Presented by Bob Kell

If you have any suggestions for speakers or subjects for future meetings
please contact the editor (email phil.logie@nebpt.co.uk) or pass your ideas to
any committee member.

Visit to Primrose Coaches
and Tyne Valley Coaches
by Bob Kell
Eighteen members joined the Primrose Leyland Tiger at Heworth & Newcastle
for an excellent evening arranged by Keith Lee with Alistair Weir of Tyne
Valley and Ian Plumley of Primrose (and also Rowells of Prudhoe) - both with
premises in Acomb.
The restored (by Gardiners Coachworks) Duple bodied Tiger of Primrose was
in excellent condition and gave us a swift run (just over 30 mins from
Newcastle) to Tyne Valley where the current fleet was moved out for us
together with the withdrawn stock 'available for spare parts'. A surprise was
Ted Heslop's Leyland Leopard GAN 744J which has been bought for
preservation from Ted's estate and was started and moved for us.
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We walked around to the Primrose premises, again on ex-colliery land, where
Ian's immaculate fleet in the old Primrose livery was presented for
photographers. Indeed the condition of both operational fleets is a credit to
both proprietors. A revised plan on the night was to return to Newcastle on
Tyne Valley's Duple Tiger YSU 920, which Alistair had collected from the
Duple factory when it was new - another superb machine driven by Ian.
As someone remarked - it was like a visit of decades ago. Friendly, helpful
fleet owners and no 'high-vis' jackets.
Thanks to Keith and Alistair and Ian for a visit enjoyed by all.
We would also like express our thanks to Ian Banks, the Primrose Coaches
fitter who drove Leyland Tiger "Hydracyclic semi-automatic gearbox" A216 BJR
from Heworth to Acomb for us.

Primrose Coaches Duple 340 bodied Leyland Tiger G141 NPT has been
restored to as new condition by Gardiner's Coach Repairers in Spennymoor.
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Tyne Valley Van Hool Alizee T9 bodied Volvo B10M NSU 969 (R780 WSB)

Preserved Plaxton Panorama Elite bodied Leyland Leopard GAN 744J
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Former Ulsterbus Wright Endeavour bodied Leyland Tiger - LUI 9959 (K461
CBU/WXI 4414) - Photos for this article were kindly provided by Keith Lee
Keith Lee has compiled a list of vehicles that were very kindly made available
by Alistair Weir and Ian Plumley for us to inspect or photograph on the Visit

Tyne Valley Coaches:
AAG 21X
AAG 23X
YSU 920 (F27 TMP)
XSV 220 (A105 BJR)
F782 GNA
XSV 298 (W202 EAG)
WOV 779 (VU03 VWA)
X62 CHJ
NSU 969 (R780 WSB)
WSU 221 (VU03 VVW)
PSU 414 (T234 SBB)
X906 RHG
GAN 744J
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Leyland Leopard - Plaxton Supreme IV (Withdrawn)
Leyland Leopard - Plaxton Supreme IV
Leyland Tiger - Duple 320
Leyland Tiger - Duple Laser (Withdrawn)
Leyland Tiger - Plaxton Paramount III (Withdrawn)
Volvo B10M - Plaxton Panther
Volvo B10M - Plaxton Panther
Volvo B6BLE with Wright Crusader body
Volvo B10M - Van Hool Alizee T9
Volvo B10M - Plaxton Panther
Bova Futura
DAF SB220GS - East Lancs Myllennium
Leyland Leopard - Plaxton Panorama Elite (Preserved)
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Primrose Coaches / Rowell Coaches:
A216 BJR
Leyland Tiger - Duple Laser
ABM 352A
Leyland Tiger - Plaxton Paramount 3200 I
G141 NPT
Leyland Tiger - Duple 340
LUI 9959 (K461 CBU/WXI 4414)Leyland Tiger - Wright Endeavour
JUI 5930 (YD02 PXK)
Bova Futura
KKZ 2141 (V501 EJR)
Bova Futura
R988 PFT
Bova Futura

Proposed History of
Newcastle Transport
by Richard Slater
As mentioned in the last newsletter Venture Publications are currently in the
early stages of a proposal to publish a history of Newcastle Corporation
Transport from its inception to its demise in 1969.
The lead on this project is Tony Fox, a native of Newcastle upon Tyne but now
living in Shropshire. He has had a lifelong interest in Newcastle’s buses and
has accumulated his own extensive collection of notes, photographs and
memorabilia. He has also been cataloguing the information held in the Tyne
and Wear archives, and at Beamish Museum.
Both Tony and Mark Senior of Venture Publications are conscious that there
may be much more information held by individuals which would be useful for
the book, and which remains unpublished.
If anyone has information such as pictures, notes and artefacts which they are
willing to share, would they please contact me in the first instance; my contact
details are on page 22 of the newsletter.
Tony has now set up a newsgroup so that people contributing towards the
production of the book can share information easily. The newsgroup is
NCTEU History.
https://groups.yahoo.com/neo/groups/ncteuhistory/conversations/messages
This is a member’s only group and you need to apply to join.
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THE RETURN OF
DARLINGTON No. 26
(PHN 699)
IAN FINDLAY SPOTS AN OLD FRIEND
BACK IN THE REGION!
The story of Darlington Corporation’s No 26 goes back a long way. When I
was a much younger and very energetic man, I set my heart on rescuing the
Darlington half-cab single decker which I found up The Fogger Mountain!

No. 26 at Avonbridge, still showing Health Dept on the blind
I don’t quite know why it was called The Fogger Mountain, as it wasn’t a
mountain at all, but a breaker’s yard near Edinburgh, and in 1982 my search
to locate No.26 was successful. I can’t remember why I liked No 26 so much, I
had always been a fan of old Guys (BUSES!) and I tracked the disposal of the
last remaining Darlington single decker half-cab to a County Council yard in
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Frosterley, Do Durham. I seem to remember visiting there and someone telling
me the bus has long since gone, but I then followed up another lead from the
PSV Circle which led to to a vehicle breaker in the small village of Avonbridge
in Falkirk.
In those days I was a sales rep for an engineering company and I had a large
area to cover, so when I was in the Edinburgh region, instead of sitting in a
hotel bar and ogling the ladies (like some reps did, I am told!) I was off to
follow up what was contained in the scrapyard at Fogger Mountain.
I seem to remember finding the yard quite easily and to my delight, there sat
PHN 699 in the corner of the yard. I could not inspect it very well, but I made a
note of the yard owner’s telephone number and called him the next day. We
agreed on a price to buy the bus, and all that had to be done then was to find
someone to collect it for me.
So who did I call? my best friend and severe critic of what I kept doing, the
lateTed Heslop of Hexham. Ted had converted a flat bed lorry so he could
collect old buses, and after giving me a good telling off for buying more “junk”,
he agreed to collect the bus. This was done quite quickly and the bus was
delivered to Ken Sumner’s yard in Bowburn, but soon moved to the Tow Law
area for undercover storage.

No. 26 arrives at Acomb on Ted Heslop’s “bus transporter”.
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Left Ray Thornton and right Allan Purvis, ready to move PHN 699 to Tow Law

PHN on its way to Tow Law with Ray driving Hunter’s breakdown truck.
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Not a lot happened after that. A consortium of eight NEBPT Members agreed
to cover the purchase price of £400, each contributing £50, but perhaps
because of the location and lack of time, nothing much was done for several
years. Eventually the Purvis brothers bought out the other shareholders and
No 26 was moved to Wardley in 2001 where it was made roadworthy and
offered for sale. At the time NEBPT was not in a position to buy it, so it was
advertised nationwide and Steve Morris of Rexquote bought it and took it
down south to his depot in Somerset.

Visit to see No 26 in February 1981 at Tow Law
Left to right: Back Row: Keith Lee, Bill Lynas, Ray Thornton,Richard Startup
Front Row: Alan Purvis, David Slater, Ian Hope, Simon Cowley, Peter
Rowland (complete with PHN headlamp for restoration.
I don’t know if Steve used it, but it was soon on the move again, passing to the
fleet of Tony Blackman at Halifax who was operating a fleet of private hire
buses for weddings. Tony trades as The Yorkshire Heritage Bus Company
and also has another old favourite of ours, the ex-Lockeys AEC Regent PFN
858. I spoke to Tony soon after he acquired it and he was pleased to tell me
that it was working well and invited me and a few colleagues down to see it.
Well, that never happened either, but we were all pleased to know that PHN
was earning its keep in Yorkshire, not that far from where it had operated in
Darlington, County Durham.
So the last thing I expected to see when driving to Tynemouth in August 2014
was No 26 in a garage forecourt at the coast. I had to do a double take to
make sure I wasn’t seeing things, but sure enough, it was PHN 699 complete
with wedding ribbons. I swiftly turned the car around to return to the garage
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and climbed up into the saloon to chat to the two drivers who were taking a
break before picking up passengers at the Grand Hotel, Tynemouth. They
seemed pleased with No. 26, but suggested that it had taken a fair bit of work
to get it up to Class 6 standard.

Goodness knows how long it took to drive No. 26 from Halifax to Tynemouth,
and I didn’t ask the hire cost, but who cares, it was such a pleasure to see the
bus again, it made my day.
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Makes you realise we weren’t so daft all those years ago!

Newsletter No 5 had No. 26 for its cover girl. That’s when “cut and paste” really
meant cut and paste, all a bit amateurish in theses days of high technology!

Jim Bentley
You will have seen my name in the newsletter in connection with photographs.
Unfortunately due to age and disability I have not been able to attend NEBPT
meetings. So I have been asked to write a life history.
I was born in 1923 at Wolstanton, a historical suburb of Newcastle-underLyme. My father was a tram conductor who worked for the Potteries Electric
Co a subsidiary of B.E.T . The trams operated On single track with passing
loops. P.E.T. also operated buses. From 1924 the standard bus was the
SOS. My first encounter with a bus was not good, It was an S type which to a
3 year old look like a monster with a huge bonnet and very high steps. My
mother persuaded me to climb those steps but it was difficult. My next
encounter was better. In 1928 the trams were withdrawn replaced by 50 SOS
QL buses which were better for child. They were in service for over 10 years –
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you can understand why I would like to see the QL at Beamish.
The next new buses were the M known as “madam type” which had more
comfortable seats {they only had 34 compared 37 QL}. Further single decks
SOS were COD; IM4 and RR. All had the flat top Radiator and the RR were
express coaches. 1932 saw the introduction of 5 SOS REDD with 52 seats
“dogs legs” low bridge Brush bodies. The first double deckers in PMT fleet and
the company was renamed at this time.
1934 saw delivery of the last SOS vehicles which were REDD Short Bros 56
seats low bridge bodies. 1935 onwards saw batches of Leyland plus a small
amount of Daimlers .
The first Guy Arabs received by PMT arrived between 1942 and 1946. The
last ten interestingly being fitted with Northern Counties H56R bodies – the
first high bridge deckers bought by PMT. There were no new Guys until 1953
when 10 Arab IV with Weymann Orion H58R bodies arrived. These had been
diverted from Northern General. They had PMT fleet numbers H533 – 542
(SVT933-942). The first of these came in NGT livery and I saw them on the
Hanley – Newcastle route. Unfortunately I only got a photo of one in PMT
livery.
In 1940 I commenced working at Beresford, Caddy & Pemberton one of the
large haulage contractors in North Staffs. I now saw more of the Tunstall area.
I married Beryl and moved to Shelton, Hanley. I now used the Main Line
Service to get to work and so saw a greater variety of buses as this route
operated every 2 minutes. In 1948 my firm was taken over by BRS but the
office still remained at Tunstall.
Up to 1960 I had taken black & white photos which stayed mainly in Kodak
folders. However I was given a Cine-camera. but was not happy with it. I
decided to change to AGFA slides system in 1963 and started bus
photography with a backup record system.
In 1964 BRS had a reorganisation and I moved to Derby and got to know the
East Midlands & East Anglia so my photo folders grew. My first visit to the
North East occurred in 1976 when Peter & Dawn moved to Tyneside. I retired
in 1983. Sadly Beryl died in 2002 and I moved to Killingworth in 2003.
In 2008 my Grandson Michael and I started to scan my slides and put them on
to DVDs. Once scanned and on DVD I did not need these slides. On a visit to
Wardley in 2011 I offered them to the Trust via Gordon Gunn this was
accepted. I forwarded a letter to the Trust passing all copyrights re my slides
to the Trust. I joined the Trust in 2012. Mean while I have retained some
slides, once scanned they and the DVD are passed to Gordon.
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An Enjoyable Weekend At
Lathlamond 16/17 August 2014
by Robert Facey
A small group set off on the morning of 16th August 2014 aboard the faithful
West Yorkshire MW 8124 WX on another expedition to the Scottish Transport
Museum at Lathalmond. The weather was overcast and, as we steadily
worked north, thoughts were of last year’s rather inclement weather where
there was considerable heavy rain and wind over the two days of the event.
Once again the MW was in the capable hands of NEBPT Chairman Peter
Elliott and the day was proving to be rather windy to say the least.
The MW steadily ploughed north, the wind the least of any problems to an
MW, with thoughts now of the forthcoming customary break coming to mind at
Purdey Lodge. A short sharp screech interrupted our normal engine, wind and
road noise. All was not well with a stop at the next lay-by necessary to find
and ascertain what had happened. Peter quickly discovered the dynamo had
seized, an almost unheard of occurrence. Keith Lee promptly phoned the
nearby Travelsure depot at Alnwick asking for assistance which was readily
offered and we were off, the MW not having been stopped five minutes.
Although ‘not well’ nothing seemed amiss and the MW reached the Travelsure
depot giving the group a little added bonus of seeing the Travelsure
operational depot. The Dynamo was disconnected and within a very short
period of time our journey recommenced in earnest with no further problems to
Lathalmond.
The site at Lathalmond never fails to impress along with the vast array of
predominantly Scottish vehicles. The day was still proving to be windy but as it
turned out the rain held off for almost the entire two days though dark clouds
menaced on a number of occasions. The wind was sometimes cutting but
nothing dampens the enthusiasm of the site with much anticipation of what
may be exhibited. Memories of last year’s heavy rain forgotten, exploration
was now the order of the day.
Of early interest was a Bedford Duple Coach VAM70 NDL 375G restored in
OK colours. The coach itself had not operated for OK but the type had with the
coach itself having origins from the Isle of Wight. The owner of the coach had
worked for OK and that was the connection with him having many memories
of the company. The coach was restored to a high standard and many would,
and could remember the livery from when the OK was a principle provider of
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coaches around the north east predominantly around the Bishop Auckland
area. Much credit could be given to the owner with the coach travelling a
considerable distance to attend. Walking around the site memories of last year
came back and a sound missing was the Irish Bristol RELL that had stormed
around the site bringing music to many ears. Later the RE was found as a
static exhibit but the memories of her Gardner engine were not forgotten but
replaced by many other vehicles providing service around the site providing
their own distinct type sound.

Duple bodied Bedford VAM70 NDL 375G in OK livery
The customary line up of Tow Buses, many of Leopard conversion also
revealed the outstanding conversion and beautiful restoration of an Eastern
Scottish Lodekka. The usual thoughts of how to ‘spirit’ the Lodekka away
without anybody noticing came to nothing with thoughts of just how well
executed the conversion was that resulted in great admiration. Nearby was an
equally remarkable coach of Eastern Scottish origin. An early D registered 38
seats Alexander Bristol RELH, EWS 168D complete with toilet, fully restored
to pristine Scottish livery a credit to the evolution of coach travel almost half a
century ago. A later ‘P’ Seddon Pennine 7, Alexander M type Scottish City
Link, MSF 750P showed just how a decade moved the design on. The
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Alexander M type a Motorway coach and some could say possibly the last true
design where a coach was designed for pure Motorway long distance work.

Ex Red & White Duple bodied Albion Valkyrie CAX 390 awaiting restoration
Several laps of the Lathalmond site nearly always reveal something missed
whether within the sheds or static outside. The second day would reveal a few
new arrivals with dark clouds overhead and little rain though the wind was
forever evident. An opportunity was taken to travel to Dunfermline on what
was believed the oldest double deck on site a Leyland Glasgow Corporation
TD1, GE 2446 dating from 1928, with sunken side gangway upstairs. The bus
was superbly restored and driven expertly by its driver and time was taken to
experience just what it was like to travel on a vehicle that was now some 86
years old. It wasn’t very fast but all the hallmarks of build could be seen as the
bus placed itself in the evolutionary design line leading to today’s modern
double decks. Some of the hill climbs were laborious but with no disrespect,
the Leyland performed very well and was a credit to the people behind what
must have been a substantial restoration.
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Edinburgh Corporation 135 Metro-Cammell bodied Daimler CVG6 FSC 182
& 739 Metro-Cammell bodied Guy Arab III ESG 652

New to Plymouth Corporation, Duple bodied Guy Arab Mkll CDR 679
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Eastern Scottish ECW bodied Bristol Lodekka tow bus CSG 29C
Late afternoon saw a breakdown with the trusty Eastern Scottish Lodekka tow
bus dispatched to assist just as it must have done so many times before
during a long career as a breakdown vehicle. Thinking about it over the years
many a driver would have seen the Lodekkas approach as a welcome sight
where hopefully repair was imminent. Not long before we left there was a
sudden throaty roar of a Gardner 6HLXB engine bursting into life, David Cook
was at his RE! The Bristol RE although still remaining static, time was taken to
see the bus and just ‘enjoy the music’ that the Gardner engine emits. All too
soon it was time to depart and our journey south began which was done
without any problem. Lathalmond is a wonderful site with much hard work
done restoring vehicles that can be seen and enjoyed by many over this
special yearly open weekend whether fully, part restored or awaiting
restoration. The recommendation is visit and support Lathalmond, an occasion
not to be missed. Photos for this article were kindly provided by Mark Dolan.
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A List of the NEBPT
Management Team for
2014-2015 originally
appeared on this page.
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